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Section 304(a)(4) of the NMSA requires that the terms of designation include
the geographic area included within the Sanctuary; the characteristics of the
area that give it conservation, recreational, ecological, historical, research,
educational, or aesthetic value; and the types of activities subject to regulation
by the Secretary to protect these characteristics. Section 304(a) (4) also
specifies that the terms of designation may be modified only by the same
procedures by which the original designation was made. To implement this
action, the GRNMS Designation Document, revised and published in the Federal
Register on October 12, 2006 (74 FR 60055), is modified to read as follows
(new text in bold and deleted text in brackets and italics):
Preamble
Under the Authority of Title III of the Marine Protection, Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended, (the Act), the waters and the
submerged lands thereunder at Gray’s Reef in the South Atlantic Bight off the
coast of Georgia are hereby designated a National Marine Sanctuary for the
purposes of: (1) protecting the quality of this unique and fragile ecological
community; (2) promoting scientific understanding of this live bottom
ecosystem; and (3) enhancing public awareness and wise use of this significant
regional resource.
Article 1. Designation and Effect
The Gray’s Reef National Marine Sanctuary was designated on January 16,
1981 (46 FR 7942). The Act authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to issue
such regulations as are necessary and reasonable to implement the
designation, including managing and protecting the conservation, recreational,
ecological, historical, scientific, educational, cultural, archaeological or
aesthetic resources and qualities of a national marine sanctuary. Section 1 of
Article 4 of this Designation Document lists activities of the type that are
presently being regulated or may need to be regulated in the future, in order
to protect sanctuary resources and qualities. Listing in Section 1 does not
mean a type of activity would be regulated in the future, however, if a type of
activity is not listed, it may not be regulated, except on an emergency basis,
unless section 1 is amended, following the procedures for designation of a
sanctuary set forth in the Act, to include the type of activity.
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Nothing in this Designation Document is intended to restrict activities that do
not cause an adverse effect on the resources or qualities of the sanctuary or on
sanctuary property or that do not pose a threat of harm to users of the
sanctuary.
Article 2. Description of the Area
The sanctuary consists of an area of ocean waters and the submerged lands
thereunder located 17.5 nautical miles due east of Sapelo Island, Georgia. The
exact coordinates are defined by regulation (15 CFR § 922.90).
Article 3. Characteristics of the Area
The sanctuary consists of submerged calcareous sandstone rock reefs with
contiguous shallow-buried hard layer and soft sedimentary regime which
supports rich and diverse marine plants, invertebrates, finfish, turtles, and
occasional marine mammals in an otherwise sparsely populated expanse of
ocean seabed. The area attracts multiple human uses, including recreational
fishing and diving, scientific research, and educational activities.
Article 4. Scope of Regulation
Section 1. Activities Subject to Regulation.
The following activities are subject to regulation under the NMSA, either
throughout the entire sanctuary or within identified portions of it or, as
indicated, in areas beyond the boundary of the sanctuary, to the extent
necessary and reasonable. Such regulation may include prohibitions to ensure
the protection and management of the conservation, recreational, ecological,
historical, scientific, educational, cultural, archaeological or aesthetic resources
and qualities of the area. Because an activity is listed here does not mean that
such activity is being or would be regulated. All listing means is that the
activity can be regulated, after compliance with all applicable regulatory laws,
without going through the designation procedures required by paragraphs (a)
and (b) of section 304 of the NMSA (16 U.S.C. 1434(a) and (b)).
1. Dredging, drilling into, or otherwise altering the submerged lands of the
sanctuary;
2. Within the boundary of the sanctuary, discharging or depositing any
material or other matter or constructing, placing, or abandoning any structure,
material or other matter; or discharging or depositing any material or other
matter outside the boundary of the sanctuary that enters and injures a
sanctuary resource or quality;
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3. Vessel operations, including anchoring;
4. Injuring, catching, harvesting, or collecting any marine organism or any part
thereof, living or dead, or attempting any of these activities;
5. Diving;
6. Possessing fishing gear that is not allowed to be used in the sanctuary;
7. Using explosives, or devices that produce electric charges underwater; and
8. Moving, removing, injuring, or possessing historical resources.
Section 2. Emergency Regulation
Where necessary to prevent or minimize the destruction of, loss of, or injury to
a sanctuary resource or quality; or to minimize the imminent risk of such
destruction, loss or injury, any activity, including any not listed in Section 1 of
this article, is subject to immediate temporary regulation, including prohibition.
Article 5. Relation to Other Regulatory Programs
Section 1. Defense Activities. The regulation of activities listed in Article 4 shall
not prohibit any Department of Defense activity that is essential for national
defense or because of emergency. Such activities shall be consistent with the
regulations to the maximum extent practical.
Section 2. Other Programs. All applicable regulatory programs will remain in
effect, and all permits, licenses and other authorizations issued pursuant
thereto shall be valid within the sanctuary unless authorizing any activity
prohibited by a regulation implementing Article 4.
Article 6. Alteration of this Designation
The terms of designation, as defined in paragraph (a) of section 304 of the Act
(16 U.S.C. 1434(a)) may be modified only by the procedures outlined in
paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 304 of the Act (16 U.S.C. 1434(a) and (b))
including public hearings, consultation with interested federal, state, and local
government agencies, the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council, review
by the appropriate Congressional committees, and approval by the Secretary
of Commerce, or his or her designee.
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